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My name is Captain Mittens.
I've received the distress signal from Mars research facility...
Help me to survive and find out what is happened here?
There no controls description in game, so here you go:

MUT-O-HONEY
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Mysterious substance i met at Mars facilities. It allow me to improve my body and mind.
CONDENSED MILK

No less mysterious stuff. Restores health and has a damn good taste!
BOOSTER

It is clear from the title. Slightly speeds up the speed of movement, and greatly accelerates the fire rate. A Life saver in some
situations.
INVULNERABILITY

Gives invulnerability for 10 seconds. A very dangerous thing, in the hands of an gambler ;)
BROKEN QUAD

Despite the fact that the quad is broken, it still multiplies your damage by 4 times.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hi! My name is Dmitry, and I'm an indie developer :)
I have developed Armored Kitten only with my pocket money, and i would be very grateful if you'll help me to remain an
independent developer, and develop my next, more complex and interesting game.
Armored Kitten is a side-scroller runner shooter, with cool music, a bunch of blood and a cute kitty as a protagonist!
Not a top-down shooter, but a side scroller!
It is important :)
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Have a good game!
P.S. Game has multiple endings ;)
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Title: Armored Kitten
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Ducat
Publisher:
Ducat
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2017
a09c17d780

English,French,Italian,German,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Japanese
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I LOVE ALL THE NEW SKINS FOR CUTE LITTLE IMPS
MORE FUN TO SMACK A ROUND NOW LOL. Its a funny little game.
I love simulator games, even the japanese sims like Densha de go.
And even if you dont speak japanese it is simple to understand and its fun.
There is also a small guide in english on pdf..
Too sad it is a little bit too short.
You only get 2 trains and 3 small 1 Station Routes.
So i bought it while sale.
I want to see more.
Update:
A new Stage was coming after the last update.. It is glitchy and the game mechanics are wrong. if you double down, it triples
down, and you only get money for a double down (wich woulda just been a hit) and if you loose, you can go into negative
money? the overall quality of the game is bad. you can find better free blackjack flash games on the internet.
TLDR : dont buy, it is a really bad and simple game.. It shreds your♥♥♥♥♥♥off, but in a good way. The concept of the game
is very good, the promise of actual block physics is what drew me to the game. However, most of the features were taken out in
an update back in May (2014) and since then, they haven't said one word on any communication channels.
The game seemed to have great potential, but the developers have zero communication, and very very rare updates (or maybe
they have abandoned the game). I would not have purchased knowing how terrible the dev team is. worst of all the early access
games I have purchased.
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Glad I got it. These units do not have a significant impact on the gameplay (maybe for the better) and there are too few per
faction to matter anyway.. If you liked the first Heroes Rise, you'll love the sequel, thats really all there is to it. The game
follows a reality TV concept that is really interesting, as it constantly puts you in situations where its impossible to please
everyone, the story, like the first game is still quite linear, but it makes you feel like you've made a difference anyway, quite
similar to Telltales The Walking Dead game. This game is almost twice as long as the previous game, and its writing quality has
only improved, as well as being more in depth too, there are a bunch of relationships in this game, and favouring one will
displease the other, trying to please everyone is an incredibly hard path to take and may earn you more enemies than anything
else
Fantastic game at a really good price, if you're a fan of the first, definitely check it out, if you thought the first game was
lacking somewhat, then this one might change your mind on the series since its better in practically everyway. As should be
obvious, if you dislike reading, then this isnt a game for you, and if you're looking for big epic storytelling or Game of Thrones
level intruige, then once again this probably isnt the game for you. But if you want to sit down for a few hours, and just have fun
with a story, then I wholeheartedly reccomend it.. Excellent collection of tips and techniques to get faster and more efficient
while painting.
Obviously, not for absolute beginners.. This is a great upgrade, not content wise, but to help the dev.. Like some others on here,
this was my first DLC as these were regular units on my local line when I were a lad and I often sat behind the driver pretending
I was driving the train and watching the driver change gears, notching up\/down and braking. This DLC replicates all that you
have seen the driver do and I find this to be a very enjoyable unit to drive. It is quick drive enabled so you can drive it on any
route imaginable.. died in matchmaking room before i could find a match. Metal Drift is a fun game for the very few hours you
will playing it.
It is a third person combat car game where you need to kill the opponent and take the ball in middle to score with it.
Don't expect to play this over the net since there is never any servers running and if there is it is only 1 other person.
I would highly recommend getting the 4-pack twice and play with 7 irl friends that is where this game gets fun.
If on sale I would highly recommend buying it to try it out other than that there is far better games out there.. Nice afternoon
killer if you're into the hidden object genre. The puzzles throughout are pretty easy though.
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